Trade and human rights have had a complex and contentious relationship. While trade experts assume that human rights and trade law are mutually supportive, human rights lawyers have seldom shared this opinion. Rather, they argue that across different contexts, such as climate change, culture, and development, the hard rules of international trade law focus almost exclusively on economic values and sideline human rights. This essay seeks to shed more light on these interfaces, focusing particularly on the tensions between trade law and the first generation of human rights, like privacy and free speech, that have been rarely discussed so far. It also addresses a gap in the literature on international economic law and human rights with respect to the impact of digitization. In particular, the essay focuses on the human rights implications of digital trade rulemaking, as a relatively new and dynamic subset of international trade law.

Key in the context of digital trade has been the new dependence on data as intrinsic to the development of data-driven economies and societies. This dependence has revived older questions about sovereignty and international cooperation, as data’s intangibility and pervasiveness pose challenges in determining where data is located, since bits of data, even those associated with a single transaction or online activity, can be located anywhere. The dependence on data has also triggered new risks, in particular in the area of privacy protection—but also in other domains, such as national security. These risks and the interlinked jurisdictional issues have led governments to install new controls—specifically through measures that “localize” the data, its storage, or its suppliers, so as to keep the data within their sovereign space. Yet, such interventions create barriers to trade.
potentially endangering the realization of a vibrant data economy. This renders the balancing exercise between the economic rationale to free data and the protection of public policy objectives and fundamental freedoms particularly intricate.

**Human Rights Implications of Digital Trade Law**

Faced with the multiple implications of digital transformation, trade law has undergone significant adaptation in recent years. The changes have been channeled primarily through bilateral and regional trade agreements, as the multilateral forum of the World Trade Organization (WTO) has struggled to respond in a timely manner. The new domain of digital trade law includes at times far-reaching and largely economically driven provisions. Yet, the changes that they trigger in domestic regulatory regimes have significant human rights implications. First, because these digital trade rules directly address certain fundamental rights, such as personal data protection. Second, because they delimit the policy space that states have to protect these rights at home. Some of these tensions have not gone unnoticed and there is a vibrant discussion, in both policy and academic circles, on the repercussions of digital trade regulation for the right to privacy. However, other human rights, such as free speech, have been largely disconnected from the digital trade policy discussion. Before addressing these debates, it is critical to first understand the scope and reach of some existing digital trade provisions, especially those created under the most advanced preferential trade agreement templates.

**Trade Law Goes Digital**

Preferential trade agreements of the past two decades increasingly regulate digital trade, or “electronic commerce” as it was initially termed. Out of the 384 agreements signed between 2000 and 2022, 167 contain provisions on digital trade and 109 have dedicated digital trade chapters. The latter, together with a new type of treaties—the so-called “Digital Economy Agreements”—have become a critical source of new rulemaking that goes beyond conventional trade law’s aspirations to reduce trade barriers and liberalize economic sectors. The new rules differ in their aims and can be clustered into two categories: (1) rules that seek to facilitate digital trade; and (2) data governance rules.

With regard to the first category, the relatively robust framework developed through preferential trade agreements (PTAs) converges to some extent on the scope and substance of the provisions, even among stakeholders with very different geopolitical positioning, although treaty language may still vary. For example, the 2018 Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP), which provided one of the first advanced digital trade templates, includes rules on: electronic contracts with binding obligations for
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the parties to follow existing UN models; paperless trading, and electronic authentication and signatures, securing equivalence of electronic and physical forms.16 Furthermore, the CPTTP e-commerce chapter contains provisions, albeit in the form of soft law, on consumer protection, spam control, and net neutrality.17 Subsequent agreements that have largely followed the CPTTP model18 include additional provisions on electronic invoicing, express shipments and clearance times, logistics, and electronic payments,19 which aim to cut red tape and enable digital transactions, while also strengthening business trust. These digital trade facilitation rules, one could argue, have few immediate human rights implications and can largely support the claim of trade experts that the freer the trade, the better for human rights.

Digital Trade Law and Privacy Protection

Data governance provisions, which cover cross-border data flows, data localization measures, and personal data protection have been among the most contentious issues in trade negotiations. They are also the source of observed divergences among stakeholders (with marked disparities between the United States, the European Union, and China), as they share different stances on the interfaces between trade commitments, domestic regulatory regimes, and the protection of fundamental rights through these regimes.

In the era of Big Data, the right to personal data protection is widely acknowledged to be particularly affected by pervasive data collection and use by both companies and governments.20 In the national context, this acknowledgement triggered the reform of data protection laws around the world, best exemplified by the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).21 In the trade law context, an increasing number of PTAs prescribe the adoption of data protection frameworks and compliance with existing international standards.22 However, as privacy protection has been regulated differently across countries, with important variations even between constitutional democracies such as the United States and the European Union,23 the approaches in digital trade law, too, have been divergent. The European Union endorses personal data protection as a fundamental right and ensures a host of safeguards in place to protect its policy space, including a broadly defined “right to regulate”; a provision on data sovereignty; and a clause that permits adjustments to data commitments after the treaty’s entry into force.24 In contrast, the United States and a number of countries in the Asian-Pacific region, such as the those that are parties to the CPTPP and the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA),25 have chosen to prioritize trade over privacy and only adopted softer provisions on personal data protection.
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These divergences in turn translate into differential PTA rules on data flows. Under the U.S. model, cross-border flows of data, including personal information, must be allowed and no data localization measures are permitted. Under the EU conditional model, data can flow only if certain requirements, notably compliance with the high standards of the GDPR, are satisfied. For reasons that have to do less with the protection of fundamental rights, China too applies a conditional, albeit much more stringent and opaque regime. While the brevity of this essay does not permit a detailed discussion of the interface of data flows and data protection, two important points that deserve further thinking can be made: (1) while data localization has so far been framed as an obstruction to digital trade and data-driven innovation, data localization can in fact arguably work both ways. It can serve to limit liberties—e.g. by leading to censorship with privacy and free speech implications—but it can also serve as a means for protecting fundamental freedoms; (2) the existing models for reconciling economic and noneconomic objectives found in the general exception clauses under WTO law and in modified versions under PTAs are of uncertain value. First, since no relevant case law exists—under the WTO or elsewhere; and second, since under the preferential agreement models, the scope of the exceptions remains unclear—for example, the CPTPP and the USMCA refer to “a legitimate public policy objective” without any enumeration of such objectives. This leads to legal uncertainty and may also fail to provide workable safeguards for domestic constituencies, as pointed out by New Zealand’s Waitangi Tribunal with regard to Māori rights. In this context, it has been discussed whether providing minimal safeguards, in particular with regard to privacy, at the international level can also provide useful references for trade forums. Others argue in contrast that data privacy should not be put in trade law at all.

Digital Trade Law and Free Speech

Digital trade law, and the accompanying scholarship, can generally be criticized for having focused solely on privacy protection, while downplaying other fundamental rights and freedoms, such as freedom from discrimination, equality, minority rights, and free speech. With regard to free speech, some important early studies explored the utility of trade rules to address censorship cases, as these may qualify as violations of WTO law and as the WTO framework provides stronger enforcement mechanisms than those available under international human rights law. However, this discussion has not been updated to account for the profound changes in either digital trade law or the digital media space characterized by platformization and private power alongside widespread hate speech and disinformation.
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Scattered provisions in the newer generation of PTAs do touch on these issues. First and on the positive side, these treaties include provisions on open government data; on digital inclusion with focus on women, rural, and low socioeconomic groups; and recognize the importance of a rich and accessible public domain. From a less positive perspective, one can also observe a considerable shrinking of the policy space through digital trade commitments that may be driven by the interests of the powerful players and may constrain public interest-oriented regulatory action going forward. Two distinct types of rules are worth highlighting in this context. The first category covers the now increasingly common provisions on source code. These seek in essence to ban access to source code as an essential element of software, and thus prevent forced technological transfer, which has been imposed in countries like China as a condition for entering the market. Whereas the broadly defined bans on source code transfer, which now often include algorithms, foster business trust, the attached exceptions are comparatively narrow. They do not cover the multitude of reasons why public authorities might legitimately want access to source code, e.g. to ensure equality, privacy, and consumer protection. The second type of rules on "interactive computer services," found so far exclusively in U.S. deals, limit the liability of intermediaries for third party content. They secure in essence the application of Section 230 of the U.S. Communications Decency Act—a liability safe harbor for platforms, which is critical for the practice of free speech online. However, this limited liability has been recently under attack (even in the United States) and is being constrained through regulatory action in many jurisdictions in the face of fake news and other negative developments related to platforms' power.

One could argue that the interfaces between trade rules and free speech are not as pertinent as those between the former and the right to privacy in the digital age, and that states retain their authority to adopt measures they deem appropriate for the protection of their citizenry. However, one should not underestimate the pervasiveness of the hard commitments made in trade treaties, especially the abovementioned rather technical provisions, and the lack of checks and balances. As digital trade law evolves further, often behind closed doors with little to no transparency or multistakeholder participation, human rights lawyers should be vigilant. Trade policymakers too should broaden their perspective and start paying attention to critical developments with human rights implications.
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such as data-sharing, algorithmic decision making, censorship and internet shutdowns, disinformation, and private power, which are currently unaddressed in trade rulemaking.47

Concluding Remarks

This essay offered an insight into the implications of digital trade law for human rights. Even against this somewhat limited backdrop, it appears essential that the discussions on these linkages must be intensified. At the same time, there is also room for regulatory experimentation in the direction of more balanced rules, as the new strand of digital economy agreements that squarely address noneconomic objectives exemplifies.